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1 | Publishable Summary

1.1. Executive Summary

The final Year 3 of the European Lighthouse Project IoT-A was dedicated to even further
advancing the started activities of Year 1 and Year 2 in particular intensifying the commu-
nication with the outside world on the achievements of the project and to living up to the
expectations.
Outreach activities included - inter alia - presentations at IoT China 2012 in Wuxi in October
2012, IoT-A meet-up in Sao Paulo in May 2013 and CE week in New York in June 2013 as
well as at the IoT week 2013 Helsinki in June 2013 and also ICT 2013 Vilnius in November
2013.
In this respect a major role was conducted by the activities performed in WP1, with D1.5
as here the theoretical foundation of the architecture reference model (ARM) was further
improved and missing parts and building blocks were added.
Year 3 continued this process of continuously refining the ARM model. Thus laying the foun-
dation for the book publication: ’Enabling Things to Talk’, a very well received compendium
on the outcome of the IoT-A project, having had its world première during the ICT 2013.
After presenting a first demo of Use Cases during IoT Week 2012, a full blown demo of
Use Case in the area of retail was presented at the second year technical review at the
Future Store of SAP in Zurich in November 2012, followed by a sophisticated demo of Use
Cases in the area of health and logistics during IoT week 2013, at the ICT 2013 and finally
at the final technical review in December 2013. This was also the opportunity to present
the instantiation of the ARM in a real world pilot on intelligent cold chain control for a large
french retail enterprise.
The IoT week 2013 in Helsinki also saw the inauguration of the IoT Forum as the entity with
its working group on architecture becoming the future care-taker of the ARM and ensuring
sustainability of the work done. IoT week 2014 as the continuation of the event format
designed and executed by IoT-A in three successive years will in future be organised under
the auspice of the IoT Forum.
In conclusion it can be stated that operations of the project were extremely successful and
the awareness of the community of results from the project have dramatically increased by
a number of disruptive marketing activities and IoT-A can now seen as foremost reference
point in developing an architecture reference model for the internet of things world wide.
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1.2. Project Context and Objectives

IoT-A’s overall technical objective is to create the architectural foundations of the Future
Internet of Things, allowing seamless integration of heterogeneous IoT technologies into a
coherent architecture and their federation with other systems of the Future Internet. In order
to achieve this ambitious overall goal, IoT-A has identified a series of detailed scientific and
technological objectives that will be addressed within the context of the project.

• To provide an architectural reference model for the interoperability of IoT sys-
tems, outlining principles and guidelines for the technical design of its protocols, in-
terfaces and algorithms. Today there exists no widely agreed upon understanding of
an architecture of the Internet of Things, making an interoperability of different IoT
system very difficult. IoT-A will establish an architectural reference model, providing
foundations to build upon, such as unified protocols and protocol stacks and machine-
to-machine (M2M) interfaces. Access of current and future designers on IoT protocols
and system functions will be provided through particular guidance that IoT-A will offer,
in form of system calls and architecture interfaces description, so that they are able to
develop their solutions in an interoperable manner.

• To assess existing IoT protocol suits and derive mechanisms to achieve end-to-
end inter-operability for seamless communication between IoT devices. The IoT
will consist of devices with diverse communication stacks. IoT-A will enable seamless
communication flows between heterogeneous devices, hiding the complexity of the
end-to-end heterogeneity from the communication service. This goal will be pursued
with the design, implementation and demonstration of unified translation mechanisms
between technology-specific boundaries via M2M interfaces, whereby service accom-
modation will become transparent, using a single programming interface for communi-
cating with the connected IoT.

• To develop modelling tools and a description language for goal-oriented IoT
aware (business) process interactions allowing expression of their dependen-
cies for a variety of deployment models. Current description languages are not
suitable to describe interactions between services offered by IoT devices. IoT-A will de-
velop such description language, and corresponding tools, considering the constraints
and particularities of IoT environments, which is essential for seamless integration of
the IoT into the service layer of the FI. Furthermore, this description language will have
to represent abstractly the resources and the communication requirements of IoT so
that they can be seamlessly integrated in the overall IoT-A architecture without resort-
ing to internal component alterations.

• To derive adaptive mechanisms for distributed orchestration of IoT resource in-
teractions exposing self-* properties in order to deal with the complex dynam-
ics of real world environments. Current orchestration mechanisms are mainly cen-
tralised and have difficulties dealing with high real world dynamics. An IoT-A will de-
rive mechanisms that ensure interactions will continue to persist and autonomously
adapt in a distributed manner to a variety of system dynamics such as mobility and



changing availability of IoT devices. Distributed orchestration will be realised in form of
light-weight decentralized mechanisms, which in the light of the often severe resource
constraints of devices, the scalability requirements and the changing user behaviour
will act autonomously and in a self-organized but concerted manner to ensure service
continuity.

• To holistically embed effective and efficient security and privacy mechanisms
into IoT devices and the protocols and services they utilise. Privacy and security
are major concerns, in particular to EU citizen. An IoT-A will ensure that appropriate
mechanisms are deeply embedded in the IoT architecture, covering the hardware of
its devices, communication and interaction protocols and the information level. To
implement this goal IoT-A will extensively investigate and take into account service
privacy and IoT access security aspects throughout the architecture design activities
dealing with service accommodation, identification and IoT-A platform realisations.

• To develop a novel resolution infrastructure for the IoT, allowing scalable look
up and discovery of IoT resources, entities of the real world and their associ-
ations. Today there are different identification and addressing schemes for different
IoT technologies and separate resolution infrastructures for each of them. IoT-A will
develop a novel resolution infrastructure that can deal with the heterogeneity of exist-
ing schemes. Beyond simple lookup, the discovery of suitable IoT resources based on
concepts of the physical world has to be supported. A suitable higher-level abstraction
for interacting with the real world is that of a real world entity. The IoT-A resolution
infrastructure will manage these associations dynamically and support the lookup and
discovery of IoT resources based on real world entities. It will be able to resolve names
and identities to addresses and locators used by communication services, thereby en-
abling cross-layer communication between IoT resources, services and applications.

• To develop IoT device platform components including device hardware and run-
time environment. IoT-A will develop key components required for the IoT device
platform on which a future Internet of Things will be based, providing a basis for the
research community to build upon. Availability of the desired functionality to enable
smooth realisation of the IoT-A architecure, will be investigated and design and de-
velopment of hardware/software missing components will be taken over. Work will
evolve along the issues of energy efficiency, security and authentication, privacy of
user services and cryptography of low level interfaces and run-time environment for
end-devices and hub components.

• To validate the architectural reference model against the derived requirements
with the implementation of real life use cases that demonstrate the benefits of
the developed solutions. The principles of rough consensus and running code in
the Internet research community have been key to Internet’s current success. IoT-A
is committed to experimentally evaluate its solutions and to demonstrate the feasibility
of its concepts and the resulting benefits on real life use cases.This goal will be made
possible through the organisation and realisation of a number of use-cases for health,
home and logistics applications.



• To contribute to the dissemination and exploitation of the developed architec-
tural foundations. The success of an architecture not only depends on its technical
merits but on its adoption by the community at large. IoT-A has implemented a va-
riety of different strategic means to ensure the acceptance and adequate impact of
its results. These means are underpinned on the implementation of a detailed scien-
tific dissemination plan, addressing the largest scientific conferences and journals that
coincide with the project lifecycle and the exploitation plans of the industrial partners.



1.3. Main S&T Results

The IoT-A project had 2 main development axis: a vertical one, from a Reference Model to
a Concrete Architecture that could be useful to build a real system, and a horizontal one,
developing different technologies and bridging existing developments in the IoT domain.

1.3.1. The Architectural Reference Model
There were two major steps towards the completion of the ARM:

Figure 1.1: The Architectural Reference Model

1.3.1.1 D1.4: Converged Architectural Reference Model v2.0:

This deliverable came shortly (M26) after D1.3 which was released in M22 (Year 2). D1.3
and D1.4 make altogether the ARMv2. While D1.3 had a stronger focus on a. the handling
of all feedback received after the D1.2 dissemination, b. the RA with the introduction of
new views and Perspectives and c. a first initial version of the Guidance chapter, D1.4 has
been completing this second iteration of the ARM, leveraging on D1.3 and bringing critical
improvement to D1.3:

• Major improvement of the Information views that now shows how information flows
among the Functional Components;

• Getting into account feedback received from D1.3 dissemination

• Introduction of Management within Functional model and Functional view;

• Re-organisation of the Design Choices section to improve usability;

• Reverse mapping from existing IoT architectures (like ETSI M2M, EPCglobal and uCode)
towards IoT-A Reference model, in order to check completeness of our approach;



Figure 1.2: The Set of Models composing the IoT-A Reference Model

• Major improvement of Appendix C;

• Improvement of the soundness of the whole ARM approach, emphasising the logical
links existing between the various models of the Reference models and the views and
perspectives of the Reference Architecture

1.3.1.2 D1.5: Final Architectural Reference Model v3.0

: This deliverable is the ultimate result from WP1, it is the fully complete ARM v3 description.
It is also the starting point for the ”Enabling Things to Talk” Springer book. it leverages on
D1.4 bringing the following improvements:

• Feedback received internally from IoT-A and externally from IoT experts and IERC clus-
ter members (in the context of the Activity Chain on ÒIoT architectureÓ), was taken
into account in order to improve the document and in order to make sure that the IoT-A
architecture work will eventually meet expectations and consensus from the external
users; All chapters of the document were touched by that feedback and therefore up-
dated consequently;

• Improvements in the Reference Model (Chapter 3) and in particular in the Communi-
cation Model which was reshaped;

• Existing views (Functional Decomposition, Information view) of the Reference Archi-
tecture (Chapter 4) have been improved and completed. Major improvement of the
existing Deployment and Operation view has been also brought; Some content (inter-
faces) has been moved out to appendixes in order to improve readability;

• Some new functional component dealing with brokerage of event and publish/subscribe
has been introduced also in the Functional Decomposition;



• In the Reference Architecture, large improvement of Communication FG;

• Chapter 5 on Guidance (formerly called Best Practices) has been completed and in
particular provides an in-depth introduction on how to use the document in order to de-
rive a domain-specific architecture from the ARM (”Process” and ”Reference Manuals”
sections). It also provides a more complete list of design choices and explains how
to deal with events (as encapsulating information into an event is a design choice for
handling propagation of information throughout the system). Section on typical interac-
tions taking place not only inside on Functionality Group (FG), but also among different
FGs was added;

• A small scenario is introduced in the Introduction (Section 2.3). This scenario is used
along all chapters and sections of the documents as a ”red thread” for illustrating the
different models and views of the IoT ARM. The reader can therefore improve his global
understanding of the ARM and its concepts, and make better connections between
the different chapters/sections, because he can relate new concepts to a concrete
recurring scenario he already knows;

• Finally, the global readability of the document has been improved. Chapters 3, 4 and
5 now look more like standalone chapters with an introduction that reminds previous
chapters and context;

During Year 3 we kept on receiving comments and feedback after D1.3 and D1.4 dissemi-
nation (IoT week, external experts, IERC Activity Chain #1) this feedback led to many very
focused updates in both D1.4 and D1.5. Some more general feedback helped us to improve
the readability, consistency of the document (in particular with the introduction of the "Red
Thread" example used to illustrate the various aspects of the ARM).

Figure 1.3: The Domain Model



Figure 1.4: The Functional Model

1.3.1.3 Best practice and methodologies

The last year of ARM development had a very high focus on methodology aspect relying on
the two already quite stable other parts of the ARM: RA and RM and overall ARM structure
in term of models, views and perspectives. This work was led by SIEMENS. As a result, and
also based on received feedback, this essential chapter has considerably grown (improve-
ment of the few existing sub-sections and brand new ones) and improved in readability, and
provides in D1.5 lot of information on many aspects of developing a concrete architecture
out of the IoT ARM. This chapter includes:

• a complete methodology for deriving an architecture;

• a comprehensive and large example;

• Reference manual on how to use models and perspectives;

• few examples of interaction diagram (between Functional Components) applied e.g. to
management/auto-config and Resolution/Lookup;

• reverse-mappings of existing IoT architectures towards the ARM;

• a large initial collection of design choices;

1.3.2. Glossary

The update of the glossary is an ongoing activity that was initiated in the previous report-
ing period. It received constant maintenance and can be found in the latest version at
http://www.iot-a.eu/public/terminology.



Figure 1.5: The Communication Model

1.3.3. Orchestration and Integration in the FI Service Layer

The IoT-A project developed a way for an Orchestration and Integration of the IoT Architec-
tural Reference Model into the Future Internet Service Layer. Key innovations coming from
this area are the modelling of IoT-aware processes, the orchestration and management of
collaborations of IoT resources and services, and mechanisms for distributed event correla-
tion and synchronisation across heterogeneous systems.

1.3.3.1 Modeling of IoT-aware (business) processes and necessary tool support

This was mostly dealt with by representing a business process in an abstracted model.
In IoT-A, Deliverable D2.2 introduced the IoT-aware Process Modelling Concept seeking to
lower the barrier for applying IoT technology like sensors and actuators to current and new
business processes. The process model comprises a graphical and a non-graphical XML
representation, which is an initial step for progressing with the process resolution and ex-
ecution. We have then finalised the tool development within Deliverable D2.4. Apart form
delivering the software itself, the aim of this deliverable was to investigate the research
question of how end-users can be supported to model both graphical and machine-readable
IoT-aware business processes. Therefore, the document could be seen as a technical guide-
line, explaining how the developed software can be used by end users focusing on modelling
experts, BPMN standard experts as well as developers of BPMN-conform modelling tools
as a target group. The implementation bases on the code foundation of the modelling envi-
ronment Signavio Modeler.



1.3.3.2 Adaptive orchestration of IoT resources and services with enterprise ser-
vices

The IoT-aware service orchestration and service composition techniques presented in D2.3
were extended supporting for self-management that allows to build systems that are able
to configure, to optimise to repair and to protect themselves without or a minimum of hu-
man user interaction. Those capabilities contribute to qualitative system requirements like
dependability, efficiency, and robustness that have been identified as being essential for IoT
systems. We have introduced an abstraction and management layer for IoT devices and IoT
services that applies self-configuration for automatic device integration, device extinction,
information fusion and service policies enforcement. The so called Real World Integration
Platform (RWIP) extends the service layer of the Future Internet with a middleware for au-
tomated device integration. The work undertaken in Task 2.2 has been reported in D2.5.
The work is seen as continuation of the work reported in D2.3 and therefore it contains an
evolution of concepts and techniques introduced in D2.3. For instance the resolution phase
during service orchestration that mediates between service requests triggered by Business
Processes and the currently available IoT-resources has been refined with a updated inter-
faces to makes use of the resolution framework been developed by WP4. Another outcome
of the T2.2 work was the updated IoT Service Description that was extended by quality pa-
rameters compared to D2.1 in order to support self management capabilities during service
orchestration and service orchestration. Quality of Service parameters, such as availability,
robustness, network QoS, e.g. delay, throughput, have been introduced as well as Quality of
Information parameters, like accuracy, correctness, and precision. The service composition
mechanism introduced in D2.5 has been enhanced in order to take those quality parameters
into account during composition. Furthermore the IoT Service Description was extended
with the notion of a service endpoint service users are supposed to invoke. The intention
behind this is to give potential service users a hint by what technology a service can be
invoked, e.g. as RESTful web service.

1.3.3.3 Deployment models for IoT applications and services

Regarding deployment models we have outlined an approach for decentralised service chore-
ography exemplified with the concept of distributed CEP services coordinated by a broker.
As explained in D2.3 decentralised service composition handling is more scalable than cen-
tralised solutions with one orchestrator with a risk of being a single point of failure. If the
orchestrator fails or is overloaded to serve requests the IoT services cannot be executed
properly. The decentralised choreography approach described in D2.5 addresses the scala-
bility issue and thus contributes towards reliable IoT systems. The outcome of this work has
lead to the addition of the Functional Component ÔService ChoreographyÕ to the Functional
View of the IoT ARM described in D1.5.

1.3.3.4 Manageability of IoT systems including self-* properties

In D2.3 it has been identified that with the size and complexity of IoT System their main-
tainability increasingly requires self-management. D2.5 has been devoted mainly to the



Figure 1.6: Service Model extended

topic of self-management, where in particular we have investigated self-configuration, self-
optimisation, self-healing, and self-protection. Each of these properties has been investi-
gated in the context of the different phases of IoT Service Composition. Self-configuration
mechanisms have been described for IoT service composition, service orchestration, and for
the services themselves. In addition, it has been outlined how self-configuration is applied
for global state detection. The problem of self-optimisation has been described in the context
of cases where large numbers of services are mashed-up to provide services for whole ge-
ographic areas. The corresponding family of optimisation problems has been identified, and
algorithms for their solution have been given. For self-healing, an approach has been devel-
oped which utilises the existing resolution infrastructure in order to keep track of changes in
the IoT environment and trigger self-healing mechanisms when necessary. In addition, CEP
services as they have been proposed to detect abnormal behaviour of services that are used
as event streams. Finally, a concept for achieving self-protection in IoT service orchestra-
tion has been developed, based on a generalisation of the replication paradigm in traditional
fault-tolerant Service Oriented Computing, taking into account the special characteristics of
sensing and actuating Services. As an add-on, we have proposed extensions to Business
Process Modelling Notation to reflect a bottom up approach that introduces fault avoidance
aspects to the on business or enterprise level.

1.3.3.5 Dependency modelling and analysis using Complex Event Processing

Complex Event Processing in IoT Architectures was a new topic that appeared for the first
time within an official IoT-A document which introduced the issues of ’Global State Detection
using Complex Event Processing. The first relevant contribution was integrated into IR2.3:
Chapter 5 as major attention was given to architecture and design issues of CEP systems.
In D2.6, we have then greatly augmented this work, describing an engineering and archi-
tecture design. Based on the reference model of an Event-Driven Architecture, events are



transported from their sources (devices, services) via an event channel service to the event
consumers (CEP service). The following self* techniques are applied for orchestrating these
components: An IoT Service or an IoT device performs a self-configuration as they deter-
mine the appropriate event channel services and subscribe for configuration data. Likewise,
the CEP service can be enabled to automatically determine the appropriate event channel
service and to subscribe for necessary events. Self-optimisation refers to the IoT Services
and devices as their configuration may be adapted dynamically based on the event content
they deliver. Finally, service or drop-out repair an anomaly detection and repairs can be
applied to CEP service.

Figure 1.7: IoT-A Retail Use Case

1.3.3.6 Attack model and security analysis of services and events

The main contribution in this area was reported in D2.7 (Security analysis and protection
techniques) as a detailed in-depth three-step security analysis treating the security of ser-
vices and processes in IoT-A. In a first step, the security requirements were gathered and
matched to the security needs of services in IoT. Secondly, an attack model was created
using attack trees based on the elicited security needs. Thirdly and as the final step of the



security analysis, appropriate protection techniques for the services and processes were
thoroughly examined, discussed and assessed with respect to IoT services. The security
analysis was preceded by a preparatory chapter that explains IoT services and introduces
to the methodology deployed in the analysis, as for example the above mentioned attack
trees. Finally, to round off the analysis and gain further insights, an application of the secu-
rity analysis results’ was done to two use cases in the domain of eHealth and Future Retail,
the two scenarios pursued by IoT-A.

1.3.4. Communication

The main objective of this work package is to provide a seamless communication flow be-
tween IoT devices and services.

1.3.4.1 Provide seamless communication flow between entities, intended as devices
or services.

This objective is tackled in all deliverables belonging to this area, and in particular in D3.6,
IoT Protocol Suite Definition.
In this deliverable the design of the final protocol suite for IoT is explained. At first, in Section
2 we define useful terms, classify network and terminal types (especially in terms of their
capabilities / resources) and discuss revenant constraints. In Section 3 we define relevant
network scenarios that entail the communication of IoT devices within constrained domains
as well as through the Internet thanks to the exploitation of suitable IoT Gateways.
Section 4 contains the description of the proposed protocol architecture, including the gen-
eral diagrams pertaining to the involved actors and the foreseen interactions among them,
the description of each protocol component, along with the related networking and security
procedures. Note that our protocol design takes into account the current developments that
are being carried out by the scientific community as well as by relevant standardisation com-
mittees such as IETF. Hence, we are fully aligned with these and we include them in our
design. In addition to this, we provide novel features that complement and improve existing
IoT technology.
These technological advancements are discussed in the following three sections of the deliv-
erable. These are centered on the setup of end-to-end and secure communication channels
through lightweight and possibly cooperative means and the design of novel transport layer
protocols, specifically designed for constrained domains. In detail:

1. End-to-end secure channel establishment (Section 5): we present novel strategies
to set up secure end-to-end communication channels through the involvement of a
trusted IoT Gateway. These strategies entail the offloading of some computationally
heavy security functionalities to the Gateway so as to reduce the computational burden
for the constrained IoT devices. Note that this procedure is completely transparent to
the servers of computers that access the IoT resource from the standard Internet, i.e.,
that reside outside the constrained domain. Moreover, our procedures also include the
current IETF practice whereby the IoT Gateway is totally transparent and has no active
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Figure 1.8: IoT-A Protocol Stack

involvement in the security channel establishment. This section contains a full descrip-
tion of the approach along with its implementation details and recommendations for
use and future improvements.

2. Cooperative security protocols (Section 6): we present efficient key establishment
protocols that are conceived to delegate cryptographic computational load to less
resource-constrained nodes through a collaborative scheme. The idea is that highly
resource-constrained IoT nodes can obtain assistance from more powerful nodes in
their network in order to securely derive a shared secret with a peer. In this section
a full design is presented: we first review, classify and evaluate the existing key es-
tablishment protocols. Thus, we describe the proposed cooperative key transport and
key agreement schemes for IoT nodes. Finally, we the proposed solutions are fully
evaluated and compared against existing non-cooperative protocols.

3. Novel congestion control protocols for constrained domains (Section 7): we address
the design of network architectures for the Internet of Things by proposing practical
algorithms to augment IETF CoAP/6LoWPAN protocol stacks with congestion control
functionalities. Our design is inspired by previous theoretical work on back pressure
routing and is targeted toward Web-based architectures featuring bidirectional data
flows made up of CoAP request/response pairs. Here, we present three different cross-
layer and fully decentralized congestion control schemes and compare them against
ideal back pressure and current UDP-based protocol stacks. Hence, we discuss exten-
sive numerical results, which confirm that the proposed congestion control algorithms
perform satisfactorily in the selected network scenarios for a wide range of values of
their configuration parameters, and are amenable to the implementation onto existing
protocol stacks for embedded IoT devices.



1.3.4.2 Develop an M2M API

This activity focused on the architectural differences between different technologies consid-
ered under the scope of IoT-A. The identification of possible interfaces between heteroge-
neous technologies is of primary importance in order to break the vertical barriers. There-
fore, a set of standard interfaces is been developed and defined. The starting point was
the already existing frameworks, such as the Wireless Sensor Networks frameworks that
allow interaction between different hardware. The defined set of primitives is then translated
into Application Programming Interfaces, in order to enable the development of applications
capable of exploiting the interaction between different systems belonging to the IoT world.

Figure 1.9: Internal Architecture of the M2M Functionality

The results of this task were summarised in the deliverable D3.5. This deliverable aims at
presenting the final version of the machine-to-machine layer as a framework for enabling
communications between higher level applications and IoT devices and services as well as
between services belonging to different technologies whenever adequate mapping between
the semantics of these technologies is possible. The work for defining the M2M Layer has
evolved across three main axes:

1. The provision of a unified and abstract interface as an M2M API towards the services
that can accommodate the publication of any service offered by IoT devices.



2. The design of a framework that can use textual descriptions of devices and services in
order to instantiate software artefacts able to virtualise and federate these resources.

3. The support of inter-technology associations whenever this is possible but also mean-
ingful for the enhancement of legacy services and applications.

1.3.4.3 Prepare guidelines for future protocols within the IoT scope

The common lifecycle of any novel technology is rather short: in roughly 18 months, as
Moore correctly predicted a long time ago, we see the emergence of a new generation of
devices. Therefore, nearly any currently running research project, even targeting long-term
results, is likely to be obsolete in a few years.
However, some technologies, such as IP, stand since almost 40 years, modified only by a
reasonable amount of patches. These technologies might be ill-suited for services that were
nothing less than science-fiction when they were developed, but their upgrade is almost
impossible, because of cost, disruption of existing services and application, and complexity.
As a radical change to upgrade these long-standing technological bricks might be unfeasible,
and s it’s very hard to predict which technologies will be used as cornerstone for the next
20 years of development, it make sense to develop today’s technologies trying to be open
and ready for improvements, and taking into account the likely advances of related fields.
Therefore, this deliverable is dedicated to some discussion on emerging technologies in
order to promote some guidelines for future developments.
The document is divided in three main areas: Architecture, Communication and Security. In
our view, these areas will shape any Internet of Things domain in the short-to-medium term,
and "getting it right" is fundamental to foster further developments in the IoT field. More in
detail, we will look into ethical aspects of IoT architectures, as they will have a huge influence
on any development, and in infrastructureless networking. We will look at two RFCs, RFC
1958 and RFC 3439, as they are the cornerstone of the architectural technical principles of
the Internet. We will analyse the founding principles with an IoT view, and their consistency
in the IoT domain.

1.3.5. Resolution and Identification

The IoT-A project has selected the uID identification scheme as being one suitable solution
for IoT, which is showcased in VTT’s implementation of the IoT-A resolution infrastructure,
reported as part of D4.4.

1.3.5.1 Identification and Lookup of IoT Resources

The project completed the implementation of typical instances of the previously investi-
gated architectures for discovering services using geo-location, semantic web and feder-
ation based approaches and for looking up and resolving service IDs using a DHT-based
P2P approach, which were all evaluated individually in D4.4. The geo-location, seman-
tic web and DHT-based P2P approach were also integrated, jointly evaluated as shown in
D4.4, and provided to WP7, so key functionality could be shown as part of the demonstrator



use cases. In addition VTT provided a separate implementation of the key identification,
service look-up and discovery functionalities based on the uID and M3 infrastructures re-
spectively based on partially different design choices, in particular a data-centric approach
with services providing information about multiple physical entities.

Figure 1.10: Architectural overview of the resolution infrastructure

1.3.5.2 Entity-based Discovery of IoT Resources

The project has implemented and evaluated entity-based look-up and discovery using geo-
location, semantic web and federation based approaches and for looking up and resolving
service IDs using a DHT-based P2P approach, which were all evaluated individually in D4.4.
The geo-location, semantic web and DHT-based P2P approach were provided to the demon-
strator use cases. VTT’s approach, implemented based on uID and M3 infrastructures, also
allows the discovery and look-up of the services providing information about physical entities

1.3.5.3 Managing Dynamic Associations between IoT Resources and Real World En-
tities

Similar to the case of services, the developed solutions focused on the efficient discovery
based on geographically specified areas and semantic specifications that were matched
against semantic descriptions of Virtual Entities, including symbolic locations.

1.3.6. Devices

1.3.6.1 Energy Efficiency

The project investigated the possibilities for energy management and energy harvesting on
the architectures of new multifunctional cards. These cards are low power smart cards
which have additional sensors and other components on board and are able to perform
strong crypto routines while its only power source is the RF field.



For many IoT-applications the processing time required by a cryptographic primitive imple-
mented in hardware is an important metric. As a consequence, there are important applica-
tions for cost effective low-latency encryption. NXP-BE explores the low- latency behaviour
of hardware implementations of a set of block ciphers. The latency of the implementations
is investigated as well as the trade-offs with other metrics such as circuit area, time-area
product, power, and energy consumption. The obtained results are related back to the prop-
erties of the underlying cipher algorithm and, as it turns out, the number of rounds, their
complexity, and the similarity of encryption and decryption procedures have a strong impact
on the results. We provide a qualitative description and conclude with a set of guidelines for
the design of block ciphers.
As a result of this research NXP-BE has introduced the domain of low-latency encryption,
clearly distinguishing it from the domains of lightweight and conventional encryption. Six
well-known lightweight SPN block ciphers, including AES, were selected based on their prop-
erties and identified as possible candidates to yield good low-latency behaviour. NXP-BE
evaluated their hardware performance within the context of low-latency encryption, thereby
providing the results in the field. It has been shown that the obtained results (i.e. latency,
area, power, and energy consumption) are strongly influenced by the design properties such
as the number of rounds, the round’s complexity, and the similarity between encryption and
decryption procedures. The result of this work has been published in the proceedings of the
leading conference on cryptographic hardware CHES 2012.
CEA has studied the different techniques used in commercial products like RFID readers to
lower energy consumption. It has evaluated a concept of card presence detection with the
use of an infinitesimal amount of energy to trigger the field of the RFID reader only when
a card is in its proximity. The wasted energy during standby period can thus be efficiently
reduced. A specification of this solution is under study.

1.3.6.2 On device Security and Privacy

Specification, architecture, front-end and back-end design, pre-production security analysis,
and validation testing has been done for the UCODE RFID tag device that uses a strong
asymmetric crypto coprocessor to operate on elliptic curves. Currently, a first prototype is in
production. Regarding pre-production security analysis investigations (towards O5.2) have
been done with the aim to develop a process to generate and evaluate (D5.3) meaningful
information about the tag’s side-channel behaviour before having finished final layout or
having access to a silicon chip. Furthermore, NXP-DE together with NXP-BE made progress
in developing authentication protocols that are supposed to be used to authenticate low
power devices like RFID chips using NXP’s asymmetric crypto tag (O5.3).
Side-channel analysis exploits the information leaked during the computation of a crypto-
graphic algorithm. The most common technique is to analyse the power consumption of a
cryptographic device using differential power analysis (DPA). This side-channel attack ex-
ploits the correlation between the instantaneous power consumption of a device and the
intermediate results of a cryptographic algorithm. Several countermeasures against side-
channel attacks have been proposed. Circuit design approaches try to balance the power
consumption of different data values. Another method is to randomise the intermediate val-
ues of an algorithm by masking them. This can be done at the algorithm level, at the gate



level or even in combination with circuit design approaches. Many of these approaches re-
sult in very secure software implementations. However, it has been shown that hardware
implementations are much more difficult to protect against DPA.
The problem of most of these masking approaches is that they underestimate the amount of
information that is leaked by hardware, for instance during glitches or other transient effects.
The security proofs are based on an idealised hardware model, resulting in requirements
on the hardware that are very expensive to meet in practice. NXP-BE investigated the ap-
plication of a novel blinding technology to improve the resilience of cryptographic hardware
implementations. The main advantages of the investigated threshold implementation ap-
proach are that it provides provable security against first-order DPA attacks with minimal
assumptions on the hardware technology, in particular, it is also secure in the presence of
glitches. Furthermore, this method allows to construct realistic-size circuits. The result of
this work has been published in the proceedings of the leading conference on cryptographic
hardware CHES 2012.
CEA has contributed to the writing of the deliverable D5.3 which describes the evolution
of different solutions to improve security and privacy on the physical layer and low level
protocols of RFID devices. This document will be delivered in September 2012.
CEA continues working on the RFID Noisy Reader solution to preserve privacy in RFID
systems by avoiding eavesdropping or skimming on the communication. This device will be
coupled with a specific security protocol adapted to low resources devices which introduces
an authentication of the noisy reader and a ownership transfer scheme. Hardware part of
the complete system is still under development but the protocol part is now evaluated.
CEA has performs a re-evaluation of the security of RFID systems during the last 6 months
which shows that relay attacks were a main issue. Henceforth a solution against this threat
on contactless cards using the detection of the introduced delay by a correlation was pro-
posed. A demonstrator is now under development.

1.3.6.3 Runtime environment for WSN

The work in this area is delivered mainly by sequential releases of the Mote Runner infras-
tructure platform of IBM. During M25-M39 two major releases have been released. In detail
these releases added the following new or updated features:

• Beta 11, released March 2013

– 6LoWPAN: The SDK ships with a partial sample implementation of 6LoWPAN (ex-
amples/6lowpan). It features a TDMA multi hop network protocol with tree man-
agement by the edge mote. A sample virtual IPv6 tunnel interface to exchange
IPv6 packets with wireless motes is available for Linux and OSX.

– IRIS: Basic examples for the MDA100 and MTS300 sensor boards using the Mote
Runner generic sensor APIs.

– AVRRAVEN: LCD can be operated as a device and used to display alphanumeric
symbols and icons.



– Changes: The system (saguaro-system-11.0) and platform APIs have a new ma-
jor number (11). Please remove old sxp files or increase the major number of your
applications and recompile your code against the new APIs.

– Bug fixes

• Beta 13, released October 2013

– Release for the Libelium / IBM IoT Starter Kit including the necessary firmware,
libraries and examples to work with the Waspmote Pro v1.2. The release was at
the end of IoT-A yet is the result of a lot of work done within IoT-A.

Hardware Components The project developed new hardware components, called NXP
Blueboard and Flexboard Reader Gateways. These devices host a programmable micro-
controller and may act as a NFC/RFID/PC bridge (O5.4). This device can easily be extended
by other interfaces since it offers a flexible hardware interface and a software development
kit. Thus, this device may act as a point of trust that is independent from a PC or smart
phone (O5.2, O5.3). The first prototypes were shipped to partners in WP7 to be integrated
in the health use case. Furthermore, NXP DE contributed in D5.6.
CSE has prepared the gateway that will be used for some use cases and implemented some
basic services on the gateway hardware:

• The HW of the CSE GW has been designed, manufactured and assembled and some
basic components were tested successfully:

• IEEE wireless and fixed ethernet interfaces

• RS 232

• Linux (OpenWRT trunk version) embedded and tested

• Remaining components for testing: USB, 2nd serial, ADSL I/F

1.3.7. Requirements, Validations and Stakeholders Interaction

This area of work focuses on two major goals: a. it aims at facilitating the development of
architectural reference model by collecting functional as well as non-functional requirements
from a very diverse set of actors. b. it aims on validation and providing feedback on the ARM
developed in IoT-A. The goals are supported by interaction with a diverse set of external and
internal stakeholders. WP6 has three objectives, each covered by the activities of a task.

1.3.7.1 IoT Requirements

IoT-A collected a large number of requirements from different application areas. These
requirements were refined, compared and finally abstracted into a list called ”Unified Re-
quirements”. This list incorporate inputs from various external stakeholders as well as from
project internal state of the art and expert input collected in the technical work packages.



The domains logistics, health care, technology integrator, retail, automotive, service integra-
tor, telecom, law, standardization, veterinary, and smart cities are addressed from external
side. In addition to the areas of the technical work packages project internal input was also
collected in the areas of security and management.
The requirements were edited in close cooperation with WP1 to ensure the applicability and
usage in the ARM.

Figure 1.11: Requirement and Validation Role

The Unified Requirements List together with the description of methodology and an ex-
haustive requirements analysis is presented in D6.3 ÒFinal requirements listÓ (M33). The
deliverable was scheduled to fit with the work of WP1 and the release of D1.5. To make the
requirements more accessible and reusable, the list is available in electronic and searchable
form on http://www.iot-a.eu/public/requirements/.

1.3.7.2 ARM Business and Socio-Economic validation

The ARM validation addresses technical, business, and socio-economic aspects. These
validation activities are documented in D6.4 "Final validation report". The validation activities
of WP6 are complemented by validation in the technical work packages (a list is given in D6.4
as reference).
The technical validation

• Obtained and took external feedback on the IoT ARM into account

• Checked requirements fulfillment

• Validated the applicability of the ARM to arbitrary IoT systems via reverse mapping

For collecting external feedback the project set up several meetings/workshops in addition to
the initially planned core stakeholder group workshops. These were specifically two meet-
ings with industrial companies (Bosch, Alleantia), the participation and IoT-A feedback col-



lection in 4 IERC AC1 meetings, the organisation of a dedicated expert workshop with se-
lected IoT related IERC projects and a dedicated workshop with an expert in reference
models (Prof. Muller). The feedback has been incorporated in the work of WP1, leading to
significant changes like the newly introduced red thread example or the extensive chapter
on guidelines. Also many small improvements/changes have been communicated to WP1,
have been incorporated and feedback to those has shown increasing acceptance of the
ARM.
The addressing of requirements and the applicability of the ARM to arbitrary IoT systems
were reached mainly by project internal investigation.
Business validation was done in terms of the analysis of the Internet of Things value chain
and the analysis of the business case of the e-health and logistics IoT-A use cases.
In terms of the socio-economic validation, a Delphi study was conducted and a privacy
impact analysis (PIA) was done on the example of one of the IoT-A e-health scenes.

1.3.7.3 Stakeholders’ Interaction

The project organised in cooperation with the stakeholder coordinator the core stakeholder
group workshops SW5 and SW6 as well as contributed to the organisation of the expert
workshops.
A big emphasis was given to increase the number of stakeholders participating in IoT-A. New
stakeholder candidates were invited to the workshops. In addition, this area contributed to
the dissemination activities, such as the meet-ups.

1.3.8. Use Cases

The project developed a definition, implementation and validation of use cases which realise
IoT scenarios. The work package focuses on two main use cases for implementation of
the future IoT in the most relevant sectors. Therefore a UC out of health & home and a
UC out of retail & logistics was chosen. The overall goal is to show the applicability of
the IoT Architectural Reference Model in different domains. Therefore the IoT Architectural
Reference Model should be used and developed software components or devices of other
technical work packages shall be included upon realisation of the use cases.

1.3.8.1 Proof, declaration and reflexion by the stakeholder group

Within SW4 a first demonstration of the implemented prototypes to IoT-A stakeholders and
externals was done. In general the received feedback was positive on defined use case
scenes. Further demonstrations on IoT week 2012, FIA Dublin 2013 and IoT week 2013
gave further feedback on the developed prototypes. On the retail use case, discussions
were continued with Groupe Casino, who offered a platform to pilot parts of the retail UC in
a real life scenario. The pilot was realised in the reporting period, the ”Transport Monitoring”
demonstrators was adapted by Groupe Casino and will be continued to be used even after
the end of the IoT-A project.
Further hardware prototypes of WP5 were integrated in the use cases, e.g. NFC readers,
transponders and sensor nodes with Moterunner in both use cases. T7.3 further integrated



Figure 1.12: Use Case Validation Process

the other WP technical results and continuously updated the first prototypes to the final
demonstrators until M36.
CSE delivered demo boards with embedded SW enhancements & HW upgrades (new Lantiq
versions for xDSDL support), supported the demos/SW updates of the GW and upgraded
the Lantiq Chip version on the GW. A implementation of use cases components was done
which could be used as replacements (available for integration) in certain scenes:

• Integration of CEA-LETI Noisy Reader with M2M Layer on the Gateway platform to be
used for medicine shortage scene

• Integration of company’s internal remote socket actuator on the Gateway platform to
be used for medicine shortage scene

• Implementation of the M2M Layer Interface to Service Resolution Infrastructure

CEA/LETI finalised the implementation of KEM security component which was shown in the
health use case demonstrator.
SAP implemented its proposed retail use case scenes and finally demonstrated these with
the combination of FHG IML scenes in an integrated demonstrator at IoT week. FHG IML
and SAP and support with IBM implemented a trial with Groupe Casino out of the Transport
Monitoring scene in a real environment.
ALU-BE has implemented the health use cases as well as the setup and an implementation
of an own version of the resolution framework of WP4. ALU-BE implemented and shared
with the other partners the demo code for a log server that showcases the internal operation
of the use case and provided support to the other partners for implementation of this service.
Finally, ALU-BE designed and made available to the other partners the graphical design of
an icon set for the health use case.
NXP-BE and NXP-DE supported the partners in selection process of appropriate hardware
components. NXP-DE provided components from WP5 (Retail use case gateway, Flexboard



Reader, SmartTouch Card) to the retail and health use case. Furthermore, NXP-DE sup-
ported the integration.
IBM actively participated in several IoT-A related EU meetings and customer presentations
at our Industry Solutions Lab (ISL), giving demonstrations and showing the impact of this
EU project. We were working in close cooperation with project partners SAP and FhG IML
towards the implementation of the logistics use cases as tangible results beyond specifica-
tions.
CSD (CATTID) WP7 effort in year 3 was mainly geared towards the design and development
of IoT-A based scenes in the eHealth use case. Application and functional requirements of all
Use Cases’ scenes have been mapped on the Domain and Functional Model. This process
also involved WP1 topics CATTID had worked on and was familiar with so it supported other
partners in the process while providing useful feedback to WP1. This effort converged in
D7.2. The development of the two scenes CATTID is responsible of was finished and a
prototype of one of the two scenes was demonstrated Helsinki during the IoT week in June
2013. This prototype was enhanced, with respect to what originally described, with the
newly implemented AuthN component, by thus being the unique prototype within the project
including also security mechanisms. It was also one of the 4 usecases presented during the
Final Review Project Meeting in Rome in December 2013.
Preparations are on-going to deploy the logistics retail demonstrators in IML’s openID-center
as well as the SAP’s Future Retail Center and ALU-BE Homecare Lab for disseminating the
outcome of IoT-A to the industry even after the end of IoT-A project.

1.3.8.2 Validation

In D7.2 first results of WP1 ARM were validated. Out of the ARM the domain model and
functional decomposition were instantiated to show the applicability to model a real-world
use case. All the proposed use cases in D7.2 are modelled within the (IR1.4-based) Domain
Model, which led to numerous feedback rounds with WP1 on usability purposes and gave
qualitative results for upcoming D1.3 deliverable.
In the reporting period the validation report D7.5 was finalised. Here, the final version of
the IoT ARM was used to model the use cases. Included is also the use of the Guidelines
which cover the process from application description up to the design choices regarding
concrete architectures. The unified requirements unified requirements were matched to the
implemented use case scenes, to see if every UR is covered.



1.4. Potential Impact

1.4.1. Socio-economical impact

1.4.1.1 Business Impact of IoT-A ARM

The IoT ARM was developed to provide support for IoT system architects and developers
to build IoT systems on a common basis, ensuring interoperability between IoT systems
One of the key benefits is the business performance. By means of desk research different
hypotheses regarding architecture benefits have been identified. These hypotheses have to
be evaluated against economic relevance.
The goals of the IoT ARM are to provide a cognitive aid, a common grounding for the IoT
field through the Reference Model, a basis for architecture generation through the usage
of a Reference Architecture together with Guidelines and to achieve interoperability. This
is associated with revealing the basic functional components and the interfaces between
them. After using the IoT ARM to understand the ”big picture” of an IoT system, a concrete
architecture can be derived more easily which serves as architecture for a system imple-
mentation. The expectation is that this setup will reduce the risk and cost of implementing
new IoT systems, by facilitating the use of standard components in a ”plug-and-play” mode.
Consequently, the stated vision is that IoT architects will develop IoT systems that are com-
pliant with the IoT ARM, making the job of an IoT system integrator easier, quicker, and less
risky.

Figure 1.13: Potential Reduction in cost by IoT-A ARM usage

IoT-A envisions an information-shared world between heterogeneous firms. The potential for
new business value based on the DIKW (data, information, knowledge, wisdom) generated
by IoT is huge, opening the possibility of new technologies and services that take advantage
of this new content. It is therefore of interest to identify the types of key players who could



take advantage of these possibilities, and where they could fit in a future IoT ecosystem.
Value chain analysis can address this problem. The idea of the value chain can be described
as a chain of activities undertaken by a firm in order to deliver a valuable product or service to
the market, and was described by Porter. Applied originally to singular firms in the domain
of logistics and retail, the idea has thereafter been extended beyond the firm level. This
extended value chain model also describes the role of other firms in a wider ecosystem of
value generation. The original model has also been applied to other domains like health
care.
This ”family” of Porter models has the value of providing a parsimonious framework for how
technology could add value to existing value chain processes in logistics and health. Since
future IoT adoption must account for existing processes, an IoT value chain model based on
the processes described in Porter would capture both the past and the future. We take a
two-step approach to showing the value of the IoT ARM in the context of the value chain.
In a value chain it’s possible to identify two kinds of activities: supporting and primary activi-
ties. The primary activities are those activities which have a direct value creating contribution
to the manufacturing of a product or the execution of a service. In the basic model these ac-
tivities are inbound logistics, production operations, outbound logistics, marketing and sales,
and service. As the name implies, the supporting activities support the primary activities in
their execution. However, supporting activities are not tied to one specific primary activity;
rather supporting activities encompass and support all activities in a firm. In the basic model
these activities are relevant for firm infrastructure, human-resource management, technol-
ogy development, and procurement. In the case of IoT-A and its very technological character
it seems logical that the IoT-A use cases demonstrate the technical capabilities of the IoT
based on the IoT ARM.
The project explicitly calculated what processes are changed and what value is generated
by the IoT ARM. To achieve this, we take two approaches in validating the business value of
the IoT ARM.
In the first approach Ð the inductive forward development approach Ð taken for the retail
business case, we look at use cases that were developed from the ground up and had
used the IoT ARM explicitly as guidance. Accordingly, we select several use case scenes
from WP7 – which we refer to collectively as the ”virtual supply chain” – and evaluate their
business value. In doing so, we show that the IoT ARM can assist development of IoT use
cases which lead to value, and establish internal validity. The first use case consists of a
supply chain for perishable goods and shows how novel technologies such as smart sensors
– a combination of RFID and a sensor (e.g. temperature sensor) – can be integrated in a
real world scenario to improve processes to be performed, as well as how they can facilitate
decision making on a detailed, transparent, and real-time information basis.
In the second approach – the reverse mapping approach – taken for the health care business
case, we focus on an already implemented IoT system, the MUNICH IoT platform. We first
note that in D1.5, a reverse mapping exercise was conducted on the MUNICH IoT platform
to show that the IoT ARM could describe and help realise such a system. We then show
in this section the benefits of the MUNICH IoT platform. Combining the reverse mapping
and the cost-benefit analysis conducted here, it then follows that the IoT ARM can help
realise IoT systems of value, and not necessarily systems internal to the IoT consortium,



thus establishing external validity. Cleary, not every instantiation of an ARM-based system
would necessarily be a system of real world value, but this exercise would show that it
sufficiently describes core concepts that can lead to real world value, thereby demonstrating
the IoT ARM’s relevance. In the health use case, patient safety is increased by means
of surgery towels equipped with RFID. These towels can be tracked during a surgery and
provide an electronic control in addition to a nurse keeping track of all used towels.
More information on the business advantages of using IoT-A can be found in the Deliverable
D6.4

1.4.1.2 Social acceptance

The socio-economic validation contains two main activities: an IoT impact analysis on soci-
ety and a privacy impact assessment. The former analysis aims to identify the impact of the
IoT on the society as a whole by conducting a Delphi study. The study is not directly related
to the IoT ARM rather than to the IoT in general, however, it reveals future potentials for
deploying the IoT ARM. The latter is primarily intended to examine to which extent privacy is
covered by the IoT ARM.

Round 1 (n=15) Round 1 (n=13)
Projection no and short title IQR Mean SD IQR Mean SD Impact Desirability
Political-Legal
1. IoT Adoption 3 3.4 1.6 2* 3.2 1.2 3.3 33.3
2. IoT potential 4 5.4 2.5 4 4.6 2.3 3.5 46.7
3. Privacy issues in consumer data 4 4.7 2.6 5 4.2 2.2 3.2 26.7
4. Legislation harmonisation 4 4.9 2.2 3 5.5 1.5 3.5 86.7

Economic
5. Consumer interaction 3 7.3 2.0 2* 7.2 1.8 4.3 86.7
6. Global market share 3 5.4 2.4 3 5.5 1.5 4.1 20.0
7. Data analysis 6 6.7 2.8 3 7.2 1.8 3.9 80.0
8. ICT cost sharing 3 5.3 2.0 2* 5.5 1.4 3.6 73.3
9. ICT investments 3 3.3 1.5 3 4.1 2.2 3.4 13.3

Socio-cultural
10. Societal distrust 6 3.9 2.7 4 3.7 1.9 3.3 20.0
11. Employment 4 4.7 2.2 3 5.5 1.4 3.4 33.3
12. Demographic changes 2* 7.3 1.8 4.0 93.3
13. Sustainable retailing 3 6.7 1.8 2* 6.3 1.4 4.1 100.0
14. Information security 2* 7.6 1.7 3.4 93.3

Technological
15. Cash Elimination 2* 6.3 1.7 3.4 66.7
16. Technology Acceptance 4 6.3 2.5 3 6.6 2.1 3.5 73.3
17. Replacement of Barcode 3 7.1 2.1 2* 6.5 2.1 3.3 86.7
18. Technology maturity 3 5.5 2.2 4 6.0 1.9 3.7 60.0

Industrial structure
19. Omnichannel retail strategy 4 7.1 1.9 3 7.1 2.0 3.7 73.3
20. Savvier Shopper 1* 6.4 1.5 3.6 80.0
21. Intelligent Shopping Applications 2* 6.9 1.8 3.5 80.0
22. Individualized services 1* 7.2 1.8 4.0 86.7
Note: An asterisk marks projections, where final consensus was reached, i.e. an IQR of 2 or less
IQR = Interquartile Range
SD = Standard deviation

The distribution of projections in Figure ?? provides interesting insights. It can be observed
that all projections have an average impact above 3 and most of the projections have an av-
erage probability of 50% or more. Furthermore, Figure 51 shows that those projections for
which consensus could be reached have a high concentration in the frame of a probability
of occurrence of at least 63% and an impact of 3.3. Only two exceptions, projection 1 (IoT
adoption) and 8 (ICT cost sharing), are outside of this frame. In general, this demonstrates
the relevance of the projections developed in the first phase within the study. The results
clearly demonstrate that projections, where consensus was not achieved, have an average
probability significantly lower than where consensus could be reached and are highly dis-
tributed.



Figure 1.14: Overall evaluation of projections by probability and impact on economy

The study shows that IoT will play an important role in the future. Almost all projections
in the context of IoT evaluated by IoT experts had a high probability of occurrence and a
medium to high impact on the European economy. As a consequence one can assume that
an increasing number of IoT systems will be developed in the next years for what a common
grounding like the IoT ARM is even more important to ensure interoperability among the
vast amount of potential IoT systems. Aside from the fact that the IoT will have significant
impact on the economy as a whole, shown by the macroeconomic perspectives, the study
shows that for some aspects in the retail industry the IoT experts showed a very high con-
sensus. The results show that the experts had higher consensus for the projections of the
technological and retail industry perspective which in both cases was 50% or higher. Looked
at more closely, two projections of the technological perspective (15: Mobile payment and
17: Replacement of the barcode) reached consensus between the experts and can be seen
as crucial for the future as they are already seen today. These two projections are preva-
lent topics related to the IoT which will be responsible for a transition from todayÕs mostly
used technologies to novel technologies such as NFC. An even higher consensus could be
reached within the retail industry perspective in which the experts generally agreed. Three
of the four projections had an agreement already in the first round and two of the three even
had a very high consensus. This demonstrates that the IoT will have a strong impact on the
retail industry and thus needs new and innovative IoT systems to cope with the customer de-
mands of using intelligent and individualised services. Inferring from these expert opinions it
can be foreseen that although the retail industry is already one domain in which the adoption
of the IoT is faster than in other domains, it still has much potential for IoT implementations.



1.4.2. Main dissemination Activities

1.4.2.1 Enabling Things to Talk

The project partners wrote this book, using as a base the results presented in D1.5, to push
the project dissemination beyond the usual EU-project boundaries.
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The Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging network superstructure that will connect 
physical resources and actual users. It will support an ecosystem of smart applications 
and services bringing hyper-connectivity to our society by using augmented and rich 
interfaces. Whereas in the beginning IoT referred to the advent of barcodes and Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID), which helped to automate inventory, tracking and 
basic identification, today IoT is characterized by a dynamic trend toward connecting 
smart sensors, objects, devices, data and applications. The next step will be “cognitive IoT,” 
facilitating object and data re-use across application domains and leveraging hypercon-
nectivity, interoperability solutions and semantically enriched information distribution.

The Architectural Reference Model (ARM), presented in this book by the members of 
the IoT-A project team driving this harmonization effort, makes it possible to connect  
vertically closed systems, architectures and application areas so as to create open  
interoperable systems and integrated environments and platforms. It constitutes a  
foundation from which software companies can capitalize on the benefits of developing 
consumer-oriented platforms including hardware, software and services.

The material is structured in two parts. Part A introduces the general concepts developed 
for and applied in the ARM. It is aimed at end users who want to use IoT technologies,  
managers interested in understanding the opportunities generated by these novel  
technologies, and system architects who are interested in an overview of the underlying 
basic models. It also includes several case studies to illustrate how the ARM has been 
used in real-life scenarios. Part B then addresses the topic at a more detailed technical  
level and is targeted at readers with a more scientific or technical background. It provides 
in-depth guidance on the ARM, including a detailed description of a process for generating 
concrete architectures, as well as reference manuals with guidelines on how to use the 
various models and perspectives presented to create a concrete architecture. Furthermore, 
best practices and tips on how system engineers can use the ARM to develop specific 
IoT architectures for dedicated IoT solutions are illustrated and exemplified in reverse 
mapping exercises of existing standards and platforms.
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ISBN 978-3-642-40402-3

Figure 1.15: The cover of ”Enabling Things to Talk” book

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging network superstructure that will connect physical
resources and actual users. It will support an ecosystem of smart applications and services
bringing hyper-connectivity to our society by using augmented and rich interfaces. Whereas
in the beginning IoT referred to the advent of barcodes and Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID), which helped to automate inventory, tracking and basic identification, today IoT is
characterised by a dynamic trend toward connecting smart sensors, objects, devices, data
and applications. The next step will be Òcognitive IoT,Ó facilitating object and data re-use
across application domains and leveraging hyper-connectivity, interoperability solutions and
semantically enriched information distribution.
The Architectural Reference Model (ARM), presented in this book by the members of the
IoT-A project team driving this harmonisation effort, makes it possible to connect vertically
closed systems, architectures and application areas so as to create open interoperable sys-
tems and integrated environments and platforms. It constitutes a foundation from which soft-
ware companies can capitalise on the benefits of developing consumer-oriented platforms
including hardware, software and services.
The material is structured in two parts. Part A introduces the general concepts developed for



and applied in the ARM. It is aimed at end users who want to use IoT technologies, managers
interested in understanding the opportunities generated by these novel technologies, and
system architects who are interested in an overview of the underlying basic models. It also
includes several case studies to illustrate how the ARM has been used in real-life scenarios.
Part B then addresses the topic at a more detailed technical level and is targeted at readers
with a more scientific or technical background. It provides in-depth guidance on the ARM,
including a detailed description of a process for generating concrete architectures, as well
as reference manuals with guidelines on how to use the various models and perspectives
presented to create a concrete architecture. Furthermore, best practices and tips on how
system engineers can use the ARM to develop specific IoT architectures for dedicated IoT
solutions are illustrated and exemplified in reverse mapping exercises of existing standards
and platforms.
The book was downloaded more than 20.000 times (data of June 2014).

1.4.2.2 IoT-A, The Movie

”Do you think, an orchid will ever be able to tell its story? Do you think, it is possible to
teach traffic to speak? Do you think, a car can call an ambulance faster than a phone?
Can you imagine an ambulance that gathers critical patient information before arriving at the
hospital?”
The IoT-A movie introduces you to the spectacular story of how the Internet of Things could
benefit people and society in the future and how the European Lighthouse Project on the
Internet of Things will ”make things talk”. It provides you with a glimpse into a concept being
worked on by the IoT-A project team for several years, namely the Architecture Reference
Model, ARM, a dictionary for the IoT, a toolbox for developers.

Figure 1.16: Scenes from the IoT-A movie

The video has been seen almost 32.000 times on Youtube.



1.4.2.3 Dissemination of results

Opportunities in the third year period for disseminating IOT-A results:
WHEN WHERE WHO WHAT
9/12 Palermo, IT Benoit

Christophe
IEEE International Conference on Se-
mantic Computing (ICSC)

12/12 Tokyo, JP Alessandro
Bassi

TRONSHOW 2013

4/13 Philadelphia, USA VTT Cyber Physical Systems Week
5/13 Dublin, IE Martin

Fiedler
FIA 2013, demonstration of retail use
case

5/13 Sao Paulo, BR Alessandro
Bassi

Meet-Up: ARM Survey

6/13 Advantec, TW Francois Car-
rez

IOT-A architecture and next step within
IoT Forum

6/13 Helsinki, FI WP1 mem-
bers

”Brothers in Arm” session ARM in depth
presentation & next steps through the IoT
Forum

10/13 Lyon, FR Benedikt
Mättig

2013 IEEE 9th International Confer-
ence on Wireless and Mobile Comput-
ing, Networking and Communications
(WiMob), End-2-End Cold Chain Super-
vision based on an Internet of Things Ar-
chitecture

10/13 NewYork, USA Alessandro
Bassi

Meet-Up: ARM survey

11/13 Vilnius, LT all partners ICT 2013, demonstration of use cases
and IoT Book

1.4.2.3.1 Publications

1. R. Bonetto, N. Bui, V. Lakkundi, A. Olivereau, A. Serbanati and M. Rossi, Secure Communica-
tion for Smart IoT Objects: Protocol Stacks, Use Cases and Practical Examples, IEEE IoT-SoS
Workshop, San Francisco, CA, US, 2012.

2. A. P. Castellani, T. Fossati, S. Loreto, HTTP-CoAP Cross Protocol Proxy: An Implementation
Viewpoint, IEEE IoTech 2012, Las Vegas, NV, USA, 2012.

3. A. P. Castellani, M. Rossi, M. Zorzi, Back Pressure Congestion Control for CoAP/-6LoWPAN
Networks, Elsevier Ad Hoc Networks, Special Issue ”From M2M Communication to the Internet
of Things”, Elsevier Ad Hoc Networks, Published online on March 2013. http://dx.doi.org/-
10.1016/j.adhoc.2013.02.007 [Journal Published, CFR]

4. M.Danieletto, N. Bui and M. Zorzi, Improving Internet of Things Communications through Com-
pression and Classification, IEEE PerSens 2012, Lugano, Switzerland, 2012.

5. A. P. Castellani, Moreno Dissegna, Nicola Bui and Michele Zorzi, WebIoT: A Web Application
Framework for the Internet of Things, IoT-ET workshop of IEEE WCNC 2012, Paris, France.



6. R. Bonetto, N. Bui, M. Rossi, M. Zorzi, McMAC: a power efficient, short preamble Multi-Channel
Medium Access Control protocol for wireless sensor networks, ACM WNS3 workshop of ACM
SIMUTools 2012, Sirmione, Italy.

7. Y. Ben Saied, A. Olivereau, HIP Tiny Exchange (TEX): A Distributed Key Exchange Scheme
for HIP-based Internet of Things, 3rd International Conference on Communications and Net-
working (ComNet), 2012.

8. Y. Ben Saied, A. Olivereau and M. Laurent, A Distributed Approach for Secure M2M Commu-
nications, The 5th IFIP International Conference on New Technologies, Mobility and Security
(NTMS) 2012.

9. Y. Ben Saied, A. Olivereau, D-HIP: A Distributed Key Exchange Scheme for HIP-based Inter-
net of Things, First IEEE WoWMoM Workshop on the Internet of Things: Smart Objects and
Services, IoT-SoS 2012.

10. Y. Ben Saied and A. Olivereau, (k, n) Threshold Distributed Key Exchange for HIP based In-
ternet of Things, 10th ACM International Symposium on Mobility Management and Wireless
Access (MOBIWAC) 2012.

11. Y. Ben Saied, A. Olivereau, M. Laurent, and D. Zeghlache, Lightweight collaborative keying for
the Internet of Things, Submitted to Elsevier Ad hoc Networks special issue on Security, Privacy
and Trust Management in the Internet of Things era (SePriT), 2012. [Journal Submitted, CEA]

12. A. P. Castellani , G. Ministeri , M. Rotoloni , L. Vangelista and M. Zorzi, Interoperable and
globally interconnected Smart Grid using IPv6 and 6LoWPAN, SaCoNet workshop of IEEE
ICC 2012, Ottawa, Canada, 2012.

13. N. Bui, N. Bressan, M. Zorzi, Interconnection of Body Area Networks to a Communications
Infrastructure: an Architectural Study, European Wireless 2012, Poznañ, Poland, 2012.

14. N. Bui, A. P. Castellani, P. Casari, M. Zorzi, The Internet of Energy: A Web-enabled Smart Grid
system 2012, IEEE Network, vol. 26, no. 4, pp. 39-45. [Journal Published, CFR]

15. N. Bui, A. P. Castellani, P. Casari, M. Rossi, L. Vangelista, M. Zorzi, Implementation of and
Performance Evaluation of Wireless Sensor Networks for Smart Grid, Book chapter in E.
Hossain, Z. Han, and H. V. Poor, Smart Grid Communications and Networking, (edited vol-
ume),Cambridge University Press, IBSN-13: 978-1107014138.

16. Nicola Bui, Michele Rossi and Michele Zorzi, Networking Technologies for Smart Grid. Book
chapter in: IEEE Vision for Smart Grid Communications: 2030 and Beyond, Ed. Sanjay Goel,
Stephen F. Bushand Dave Bakken. IEEE Communications Society 2013. IEEE 3 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016-5997 USA. [Book chapter, CFR]

17. A. Zanella, Adaptive Batch Resolution Algorithm with Deferred Feedback for Wireless Systems,
IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications, Vol. 11, No. 10, October 2012. [Journal
Published, CFR]

18. G. Quer, R. Masiero, Michele Rossi, M. Zorzi, Sensing, Compression, and Recovery for WSNs:
Sparse Signal Modeling and Monitoring Framework, IEEE Transactions on Wireless Commu-
nications, vol. 11, no. 10, pp: 3447-3461, October 2012. [Journal Published, CFR]



19. D. Altolini, V. Lakkundi, N. Bui, C. Tapparello and M. Rossi, Low Power Link Layer Security
for IoT: Implementation and Performance Analysis, IEEE IWCMC, June 1-5, Cagliari, Sardinia,
Italy, 2013.

20. Suparna De, Benoit Christophe, Klaus Moessner, Semantic Enablers for Dynamic Digital-
Physical Object Associations in a Federated Node Architecture for the Internet of Things, Else-
vier Ad Hoc Networks Journal, July 2014.

21. Gilbert Cassar, Payam Barnaghi, Klaus Moessner, Probabilistic Matchmaking Methods for Au-
tomated Service Discovery, 2013, IEEE Transactions on Services Computing Journal.

22. Gilbert Cassar, Payam Barnaghi, Wei Wang, Suparna De, Klaus Moessner, Composition of
Services in Pervasive Environments: A Divide and Conquer Approach, 18th IEEE Symposium
on Computers and Communications, July 2013

23. D. Mattiacci, S. Kosta, A. Mei and J. Stefa, Supporting Interoperability of Things in IoT Systems,
ACM Senssys 2013, November 2013

24. Pierre-Henri Thevenon, Ricardo Malherbi-Martins, Olivier Savry, Smail Tedjini , Attacks on the
physical layer of contactless and RFID systems, Intech, Current trends and challenges in RFID,
ISBN: 978-953-307-356-9, 2011

25. Pierre-Henri Thevenon, Olivier Savry, Smail Tedjini, On the Weakness of Contactless System
under Relay Attacks, Softcom,2011.

26. Miroslav Knezevic, Ventzislav Nikov, and Peter Rombouts ”Low-Latency Encryption – Is ”Light-
weight = Light + Wait”?", pp. 426-447, CHES 2012, LNCS 7428

27. Begul Bilgin, Svetla Nikova, Ventzislav Nikov, Vincent Rijmen, and Georg Stutz, ”Threshold
Implementations of All 3 x 3 and 4 x 4 S-Boxes”, pp. 76-92, CHES 2012, LNCS 7428

28. Julia Borghoff, Anne Canteaut, Tim Güneysu, Elif Bilge Kavun, Miroslav Knezevic, Lars R.
Knudsen, Gregor Leander, Ventzislav Nikov, Christof Paar, Christian Rechberger, Peter Rom-
bouts, Soren S. Thomsen and Tolga Yalçin, "PRINCE - A Low-latency Block Cipher for Perva-
sive Computing Applications", to appear at ASIACRYPT

29. A. Salinas Segura, E. Ho, C. Thümmler, S. Meissner, A. Schneider, T. Jell ”Is a RFID surgical
towel detection system based on latest Future Internet Technology worth its investment? - A
business case study”, IEEE ICC in Sydney, June 2014.



1.5. Public Website

The address of the public web site is: www.iot-a.eu



2 | Dissemination of Foreground

2.1. Section A

This section describes the dissemination measures, including any scientific publications re-
lating to foreground. Its content is available in the public domain thus demonstrating the
added-value and positive impact of the IoT-A project on the European Union.

2.1.1. Template A1 - List of Peer Reviewed Publications

TEMPLATE A1: LIST OF SCIENTIFIC (PEER REVIEWED) PUBLICATIONS, STARTING WITH THE MOST IMPORTANT ONES
No. Title Main Author Title of the

Periodical or
the Series

Number,
Date,
Frequency

Publisher Place of
Publica-
tion

Year of
Publica-
tion

Relevant
Pages

Permanent
Identifiers (if
available)

Open
Access

1 Secure Communication for
Smart IoT Objects: Proto-
col Stacks, Use Cases and
Practical Examples

R. Bonetto, N. Bui,
V. Lakkundi, A. Oliv-
ereau, A. Serbanati
and M. Rossi

IEEE IoT-
SoS Work-
shop

N/A San Fran-
cisco, CA,
US

2012 N/A YES

2 HTTP-CoAP Cross Proto-
col Proxy: An Implementa-
tion Viewpoint

A. P. Castellani, T.
Fossati, S. Loreto

IEEE IoTech
2012

N/A Las Ve-
gas, NV,
USA

2012 N/A YES

3 Back Pressure Conges-
tion Control for CoAP/-
6LoWPAN Networks

A. P. Castellani, M.
Rossi, M. Zorzi

Elsevier
Ad Hoc
Networks

Special Is-
sue ”From
M2M
Commu-
nication
to the
Internet of
Things”

Elsevier N/A 2013 N/A YES

4 Improving Internet of
Things Communications
through Compression and
Classification

M.Danieletto, N. Bui
and M. Zorzi

IEEE
PerSens
2012

N/A Lugano,
CH

2012 N/A YES

5 WebIoT: A Web Applica-
tion Framework for the In-
ternet of Things

A. P. Castellani,
Moreno Dissegna,
Nicola Bui and
Michele Zorzi

IoT-ET work-
shop of
IEEE WCNC
2012

N/A Paris, FR 2012 N/A YES

6 McMAC: a power effi-
cient, short preamble
Multi-Channel Medium
Access Control proto-
col for wireless sensor
networks

R. Bonetto, N. Bui, M.
Rossi, M. Zorzi

ACM WNS3
workshop of
ACM SIMU-
Tools 2012

N/A Sirmione,
IT

2012 N/A YES

7 HIP Tiny Exchange
(TEX): A Distributed Key
Exchange Scheme for
HIP-based Internet of
Things

Y. Ben Saied, A. Oliv-
ereau

3rd Inter-
national
Conference
on Com-
munications
and Net-
working
(ComNet)

N/A Hammamet,
TU

2012 N/A YES

8 A Distributed Approach for
Secure M2M Communica-
tions

Y. Ben Saied, A. Oliv-
ereau and M. Laurent

5th IFIP
International
Confer-
ence on
New Tech-
nologies,
Mobility and
Security
(NTMS)

N/A Istanbul,
TK

2012 N/A YES
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No. Title Main Author Title of the
Periodical or
the Series

Number,
Date,
Frequency

Publisher Place of
Publica-
tion

Year of
Publica-
tion

Relevant
Pages

Permanent
Identifiers (if
available)

Open
Access

9 D-HIP: A Distributed Key
Exchange Scheme for
HIP-based Internet of
Things

Y. Ben Saied, A. Oliv-
ereau

IEEE IoT-
SoS Work-
shop

N/A San Fran-
cisco, CA,
US

2012 N/A YES

10 (k, n) Threshold Dis-
tributed Key Exchange
for HIP based Internet of
Things

Y. Ben Saied and A.
Olivereau

10th ACM
International
Symposium
on Mobility
Manage-
ment and
Wireless
Access
(MOBIWAC)

N/A Paphos,
CY

2012 N/A YES

11 Lightweight collaborative
keying for the Internet of
Things

Y. Ben Saied, A. Oliv-
ereau, M. Laurent,
and D. Zeghlache

Computer
Networks

Volume
64, 8 May
2014

Elsevier N/A 2014 273–295 YES

12 Interoperable and globally
interconnected Smart Grid
using IPv6 and 6LoWPAN

A. P. Castellani , G.
Ministeri , M. Rotoloni
, L. Vangelista and M.
Zorzi

SaCoNet
workshop of
IEEE ICC
2012

N/A Ottawa,
CA

2012 N/A YES

13 Interconnection of Body
Area Networks to a
Communications Infras-
tructure: an Architectural
Study

N. Bui, N. Bressan, M.
Zorzi

European
Wireless
2012

N/A Poznañ,
PL

2012 N/A YES

14 The Internet of Energy: A
Web-enabled Smart Grid
system

N. Bui, A. P. Castel-
lani, P. Casari, M.
Zorzi

IEEE Net-
work

vol. 26, no.
4, 2012

IEEE N/A 2012 39–45 YES

15 Implementation of and
Performance Evaluation of
Wireless Sensor Networks
for Smart Grid

N. Bui, A. P. Castel-
lani, P. Casari, M.
Rossi, L. Vangelista,
M. Zorzi

Smart Grid
Communi-
cations and
Networking

June 29,
2012

Cambridge
Univer-
sity
Press

N/A 2012 ISBN-
13: 978-
1107014138

YES

16 Networking Technologies
for Smart Grid

N. Bui, M. Rossi and
M. Zorzi

IEEE Vision
for Smart
Grid Com-
munications:
2030 and
Beyond

IEEE
Commu-
nications
Society

Park Av-
enue New
York, NY,
USA

2013 YES

17 Adaptive Batch Resolu-
tion Algorithm with De-
ferred Feedback for Wire-
less Systems

A. Zanella IEEE Trans-
actions on
Wireless
Communi-
cations

Vol. 11,
No. 10,
Oct 2012

IEEE
Commu-
nications
Society

Park Av-
enue New
York, NY,
USA

2012 YES

18 Sensing, Compression,
and Recovery for WSNs:
Sparse Signal Modeling
and Monitoring Frame-
work

G. Quer, R. Masiero,
M. Rossi, M. Zorzi

IEEE Trans-
actions on
Wireless
Communi-
cations

vol. 11,
no. 10,
Oct 2012

IEEE
Commu-
nications
Society

Park Av-
enue New
York, NY,
USA

2012 3447-
3461

YES

19 Low Power Link Layer Se-
curity for IoT: Implemen-
tation and Performance
Analysis

D. Altolini, V.
Lakkundi, N. Bui,
C. Tapparello and M.
Rossi

IEEE
IWCMC

June 1-5 N/A Cagliari, IT 2013 YES

20 Semantic Enablers for Dy-
namic Digital-Physical Ob-
ject Associations in a Fed-
erated Node Architecture
for the Internet of Things

S. De, B. Christophe,
K. Moessner

Elsevier
Ad Hoc
Networks
Journal

July 2014 Elsevier 2014 YES

21 Probabilistic Matchmaking
Methods for Automated
Service Discovery

G. Cassar, P. Bar-
naghi, K. Moessner

IEEE Trans-
actions on
Services
Computing
Journal

Jan 2013 IEEE
Commu-
nications
Society

Park Av-
enue New
York, NY,
USA

2013 ISSN 1939-
1374

YES

22 Composition of Services in
Pervasive Environments:
A Divide and Conquer Ap-
proach

G. Cassar, P. Bar-
naghi, W. Wang, S.
De, K. Moessner

18th IEEE
Symposium
on Com-
puters and
Communi-
cations

7-10 July
2013

N/A Split, HR 2013 N/A YES

23 Supporting Interoperability
of Things in IoT Systems

D. Mattiacci, S. Kosta,
A. Mei and J. Stefa

ACM
Senssys
2013

11-14 Nov
2013

N/A Rome, IT 2013 N/A YES

24 Attacks on the physical
layer of contactless and
RFID systems

P.H. Thevenon, R.
Malherbi-Martins, O.
Savry, S. Tedjini

Current
trends and
challenges
in RFID

20 July
2011

Intech 2011 ISBN: 978-
953-307-
356-9

YES

25 On the Weakness of Con-
tactless System under Re-
lay Attacks

P.H. Thevenon, O.
Savry, S. Tedjini

Softcom
2011

15-17 Sept
2011

Split, HR 2011 1–5 ISBN: 978-
1-4577-
1439-9

YES

26 Low-Latency Encryption –
Is ”Lightweight = Light +
Wait”?

M. Knezevic, V. Nikov,
and P. Rombouts

CHES 2012 9-12 Sept
2012

Springer-
Verlag

Leuven,
BE

2012 426-447 LNCS 7428 YES

27 Threshold Implementa-
tions of All 3 x 3 and 4 x 4
S-Boxes

B. Bilgin, S. Nikova, V.
Nikov, V. Rijmen, and
G. Stutz

CHES 2012 9-12 Sept
2012

Springer-
Verlag

Leuven,
BE

2012 76-92 LNCS 7428 YES
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the Series

Number,
Date,
Frequency

Publisher Place of
Publica-
tion

Year of
Publica-
tion

Relevant
Pages

Permanent
Identifiers (if
available)

Open
Access

28 PRINCE - A Low-latency
Block Cipher for Pervasive
Computing Applications

J. Borghoff, A. Can-
teaut, T. Güneysu,
E. Bilge Kavun, M.
Knezevic, L. R. Knud-
sen, G. Leander, V.
Nikov, C. Paar, C.
Rechberger, P. Rom-
bouts, S. Thomsen
and T. Yalçin

ASIACRYPT 2-6 Dec
2012

Springer-
Verlag

2012 208-225 ISBN: 978-
3-642-
34960-7

YES

29 Is a RFID surgical towel
detection system based
on latest Future Internet
Technology worth its in-
vestment? - A business
case study

A. Salinas Segura, E.
Ho, C. Thümmler, S.
Meissner, A. Schnei-
der, T. Jell

IEEE ICC 10-14
June 2014

Sydney,
AU

2014 YES

30 Internet of Things-aware
Process Modeling: In-
tegrating IoT Devices
as Business Process
Resources

S. Meyer, A. Ruppen,
C. Magerkurth

25th In-
ternational
Confer-
ence on
Advanced
Information
Systems
Engineering

17-21
June 2013

Valencia,
SP

2013 YES

31 Integration of WSNs into
Enterprise Systems based
on Semantic Physical
Business Entities

M. Thoma, K.
Sperner, T. Braun, C.
Magerkurth

Wireless
Days 2013

13-15 Nov
2013

Valencia,
SP

2013 YES

32 End-2-End Cold Chain Su-
pervision based on an In-
ternet of Things Architec-
ture

M. Thoma, M. Fiedler,
C. Magerkurth, K.
Sperner, B. Maettig

9th Inter-
national
Conference
on Wireless
and Mobile
Computing,
Networking
and Com-
munications
(WiMob)

7-9 Oct
2013

Lyon, FR 2013 YES

33 Linked Services for M2M
Communications

M. Thoma, A.-F. An-
tonescu, T. Mintsi, T.
Braun

IEEE
IWCMC

1-5 June N/A Cagliari, IT 2013 YES

34 Linked Services for En-
abling Interoperability in
the Sensing Enterprise

M. Thoma, A.-F. An-
tonescu, T. Mintsi, T.
Braun

IWEI 2013 27-28
March
2013

Springer Enschede,
NL

2013 DOI
10.1007/978-
3-64

YES

35 On IoT-services: Survey,
Classification and Enter-
prise Integration

M. Thoma, S. Meyer,
K. Sperner, S. Meiss-
ner, T. Braun

IEEE
GReen-
Com 2012

20-23 Nov
2012

Besançon,
FR

2012 YES

36 Geographic Service Dis-
covery for the Internet of
Things

M. Bauer, S. Longo Ubiquitous
Computing
and Ambient
Intelligence

2-5 Dec
2014

Springer-
Verlag

Belfast,
UK

2014 424-431 ISBN:978-3-
319-13101-
6

YES

2.1.2. Template A2 - List of Dissemination Activities

TEMPLATE A2: LIST OF DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
No. Type of Activity Main Leader Title Date / Period Place Type of

Audience
size of Au-
dience

Countries
addressed

1 Book A. Bassi, M. Bauer, M.
Fiedler, T. Kramp, R. van Kra-
nenburg, S. Lange, S. Meiss-
ner

Enabling Things to Talk 5 Nov 2013 Managers,
Develop-
ers

more than
30.000
downloads

all

2 Video S. Lange IoT-A: we make things talk 2013 general
public

more than
32.000
views

all

3 Panel Discussion A. Bassi BEREC Workshop 19 Nov 2013 Brussels, BE Technical
Audience

150 EU

4 Keynote A. Bassi IEEE Monthly Meeting 29 Oct 2013 New York, US High Level
Audience

80 US

5 Keynote A. Bassi M2M and IoT Global Summit 1-3 Oct 2013 Washington,
US

Technical
Audience

200 US

6 Booth A. Bassi Consumer Electronics Week 25-27 June
2013

New York, US General
Audience

5.000 US

7 Event all IoT-A members IoT-Week 17-20 June
2013

Helsinki, FI Technical
Audience

300 EU

8 Event A. Bassi, R. van Kranenburg IoT-A MeetUp 23-24 May 2013 Sao Paulo, BR Technical
Audience

250 BR

9 Booth A. Bassi, P. Giacomin, M.
Fiedler, L. Quintin

FIA Dublin 9-10 May 2013 Dublin, IE Technical
Audience

500 EU

10 Keynote A. Bassi Smart Industry and IOT Inter-
national Conference

26 April 2013 Taipei, TW Technical
Audience

800 TW

11 Keynote A. Bassi EU-Japan Workshop 19 April 2013 Bruxelles, BE Technical
Audience

200 EU, JP

12 Keynote A. Bassi Big Data Conference 4 April 2013 Paris, FR Technical
Audience

300 EU



No. Type of Activity Main Leader Title Date / Period Place Type of
Audience

size of Au-
dience

Countries
addressed

13 Keynote A. Bassi Tronshow 10 December
2012

Tokyo, JP Techical
Audience

2000 JP

14 Keynote A. Bassi Mechatronic Connection 27 Nov 2012 Turin, IT Technical
Audience

400 EU

15 Keynote A. Bassi Living Bits and Things 28 Nov 2012 Bled, SL Technical
Audience

200 EU

16 Keynote A. Bassi IoT Conference 20 Oct 2012 Wuxi, CN Technical
Audience

1500 CN

2.2. Section B

2.2.1. Part B1
The project did not submit any patent or trademark.

2.2.2. Part B2

Type of Ex-
ploitable Fore-
ground

Description of Exploitable
Foreground

Confidential Foreseen
Embargo
date

Exploitable Product or
Measures

Sectors or ap-
plications

Timetable
commer-
cial or any
other use

Patents
or other
IPR ex-
ploitation
licences

Owner
and
other
benefi-
ciary(ies)
involved

Exploitation of
R&D results via
standards

Study in the ETSI M2M YES N/A to add support for high-
level semantic data to
M2M Standards

all 2014 none NEC

Exploitation of
R&D results via
standards

Study in the OMA NGSI YES N/A to add support for high-
level semantic data to
M2M Standards

all 2014 none NEC

Exploitation of
R&D results via
standards

ISO/IEC 18000-63 YES N/A definition of the EPC
Global Gen 2 UHF Air
interface standard

all 2015 none NXP

Commercial ex-
ploitation of R&D
results

IoT gateways YES N/A Gateways allow the bridg-
ing between local net-
work protocols and the In-
ternet

Domotics 2013 none ALU-BE,
CSE

Commercial ex-
ploitation of R&D
results

Security advancements YES N/A noisy reader all 2014 none CEA-
LETI

Commercial ex-
ploitation of R&D
results

Mote Runner NO N/A Development of
MoteRunner run-time
platform and develop-
ment environment

all 2013 none IBM

Commercial ex-
ploitation of R&D
results

RFID reader NO N/A RFID reader that is able
to lower energy consump-
tion by several orders of
magnitude

all 2013 none CEA-
LETI

Commercial ex-
ploitation of R&D
results

RFID secure tags NO N/A RFID tags able to ex-
ecute secure authenti-
cation protocols based
on asymmetric crypto-
graphic protocols within
the boundaries of the en-
ergy budget of RFID tags

all 2013 none NXP

Exploitation of
R&D results via
standards

Lightweight Cryptography NO N/A comprehensive research
into lightweight cryptogra-
phy resulting in the iden-
tification of a landscape
of cryptographic mecha-
nisms that can be de-
ployed to optimize var-
ious non-functional pa-
rameters like power, la-
tency, or throughput

all 2014 none NXP

Exploitation of
R&D results via
standards

ISO/IEC 29167 Part
10,11,12

NO N/A formalisation the usage of
the cryptographic suites
for AES-128, Present 80,
and ECC-DH

all 2014 none NXP



Type of Ex-
ploitable Fore-
ground

Description of Exploitable
Foreground

Confidential Foreseen
Embargo
date

Exploitable Product or
Measures

Sectors or ap-
plications

Timetable
commer-
cial or any
other use

Patents
or other
IPR ex-
ploitation
licences

Owner
and
other
benefi-
ciary(ies)
involved

Commercial ex-
ploitation of R&D
results

IoT geolocalisation of ser-
vices

YES N/A geographic discovery
component that enables
the linking of Virtual
Entities and IoT Services
based on the geographic
location. The results of
the IoT resolution infras-
tructure are currently
building blocks for the
NEC M2M Connexive
Platform.

all 2014 none NEC

Exploitation of
R&D results via
standards

BPMN 2.0 NO N/A providing extensions
to the well-established
BPMN 2.0 standard
that is the basis of the
Netweaver BPM

all 2014 none SAP

Commercial ex-
ploitation of R&D
results

Manufacturing installation
monitor

YES N/A conducting a proof-
of-concept phase that
deploys the results of
Task 2.4 to improve
the effectiveness and
efficiency of current sys-
tems used to monitor
industrial installations in
the energy infrastructure
and extraction of raw
materials

Manufacturing 2013 none Siemens

2.2.2.1 Exploitable Foreground Explanation

We base the metrics for measuring exploitation success on the recommendations published
by the European Commission. While these were devised for GRID projects, we found them
to be readily applicable to IoT-A since

• IoT-A addresses enabling methods and technologies and to a lesser degree end-
consumer solutions and products. This is a similar scope to that of the GRID projects.

• Due to this nature of the IoT-A results, exploitation success can only partially be mea-
sured in concrete outcomes such as product prototypes developed. Rather, as for the
GRID project, exploitation success is measured by uptake of approaches and enabling
solutions, viz., the IoT ARM, by the partners and the stakeholders.

For the GRID projects, the consulting experts came to the conclusion that ”Exploitation is
NOT the same as commercialisation”. Instead they proposed the following outcomes as
measures of exploitation success:

• Protecting results through patents and IPR agreements.

• Inputting to standardisation activities.

• Feeding results and know-how into further EU RTD projects.

• Feeding results and know-how into national or industrial research projects.

• Developing new services based on the prototypes, methods, and tools.

• Creating start-up businesses to commercialise results.

Since IoT-A exceeded these measures and actually achieved marketable results; we add the
following outcome to the list of exploitation success and drop the criterion on start-ups.



• Commercialisation of project results.

Also, concerning the IoT ARM, we hold that successful exploitation is also indicated by

• Adoption by the partners in their technology development

2.2.2.2 The IoT ARM and the value chain

One of the questions raised during the Y2 review of IoT-A was how the major outputs of
IoT-A can contribute to the value chain. The general topic of the value chain and how the
project partners and the stakeholders map onto the value chain has been addressed in sec-
tion 5 of D6.4. Here, we discuss the case of the IoT ARM, which is of a very different nature
than technical solutions (light-weight encryption algorithms, etc.). For that reason, the con-
tribution of the IoT ARM to the value chain is not directly obvious. There are actually many
diverse potential usages of the IoT ARM and thus many potential contributions to the value
chain. In order to keep this overview simple, we first elucidate the IoT ARM’s contribution to
a firm’s value chain by using the IoT ARM for the generation of IoT architectures. All other
potential usages of the IoT ARM are then touched upon at the end of this Section.

2.2.2.3 Exploitation highlights

2.2.2.3.1 Product development The IoT describes the idea in which objects become
part of the Internet. Every object is uniquely identified and accessible to the network, its
position and status are known. In this environment services and intelligence are added,
interleaving the digital and physical world. Currently, we observe that the IoT is evolving or-
ganically based on the communication capabilities that are becoming a standard feature on
many devices. The major motivation of the IoT-A project is to develop a tool for engineers,
entrepreneurs, administrators, and politicians that supports a systematic and well-regulated
creation of the IoT, based on well-understood architectural principles. In this Section we will
describe how the IoT ARM supports the stakeholders of the IoT to build the ecosystem that
allows business creation in areas including connectivity services, platforms, analytics, intel-
ligent systems, in addition to vertical services like security that are required in the creation
of complete solutions.
While the construction of the IoT promises a tremendous revenue potential, the required in-
vestments will only be made once the challenges are overcome that inhibit the growth of this
market. At the start of the IoT-A project these challenges have been identified and distinct
project goals have been defined to demonstrate solutions to these challenges. Together, the
IoT ARM and the demonstrated solutions to the technical challenges provide a guideline that
will allow electronic component suppliers, software vendors, OEMs, and service providers
to focus on their core competencies and leverage the strengths of partnerships to create
compelling applications for consumers. During the course of the IoT-A project the partners
delivered results that demonstrate economically meaningful solutions to the identified chal-
lenges of (a) interoperability, (b) power efficiency, and (c) security. In the next sections we
describe the results of the IoT-A project and how each partner uses their core competence
to define products and shape their product ecosystem based on the insights gained dur-
ing the execution of the project and reflected in the ARM. Finally, we will describe how the



demonstrators inspire business ideas for the industrial partners whose core competencies
are related to the provision of services and applications.

Interoperability through standard protocols For the IoT to work, all devices must be
able to connect, however, there is no one wireless or wireline technology that can efficiently
serve across an entire network. To develop cost-effective products, engineers need to be
able to select the optimal communications channel and protocol for their application. As a
result, the IoT will be based on a variety of standard and proprietary protocols.
For devices to be able to reach out across the Internet, they will need to support IP some-
where along the communications channel. At the edge, however, IP can be a rather full-
featured protocol with a great deal of overhead and cost for simple applications. Similarly,
while Wi-Fi is ubiquitous, it consumes too much power for devices restrained to battery or
energy harvesting power sources. Connected devices need to be able to use protocols,
such as ZigBee and 6LoWPAN, that are lightweight and have a data rate that reflects their
requirements. Devices that connect to the IoT through a centralized controller can even em-
ploy proprietary standards given that their data is aggregated and converted to a standard
format before being passed out onto the Internet via a gateway device. The ideal combina-
tion of radio technologies and protocols depends upon the specific application. Today, Wi-Fi
is the appropriate technology when high data rates are required, such as when transporting
video.
For low-bandwidth applications that do not require direct user interaction, 2.4 GHz ZigBee
and sub-GHz technologies present a lower power wireless link that is much more easily
integrated into embedded systems. For simple applications, such as garage door openers or
systems requiring long-distance connectivity like irrigation systems, using a sub-GHz radio
is likely the optimal approach. If two-way communication, security or a large number of
devices need to be connected in a mesh network, ZigBee offers a robust implementation.
At the lowest end of the IoT, things are physical entities that carry RFID tags with a unique
Electronic Product Code (EPC). The infrastructure based on the EPCglobal standard facili-
tates a secure, reliable, and convenient exchange of information on things through the EPC
Information Service (EPCIS). The EPCIS together with the Object Naming Service that links
metadata and services enable smart environments to recognize and identify objects, and
receive information from the Internet to facilitate their adaptive functionality.
Software plays a critical role in enabling the features and capabilities required to construct
the IoT. Whereas hardware provides the foundation for connectivity, software enables the
underlying interactions that ensure that devices operate in a reliable and robust manner.
Once the network infrastructure has been created, more intelligence and features can be
added at negligible incremental costs. To achieve this, software needs to abstract specific
hardware details by providing a common application layer that can be shared between de-
vices and applications. This allows application developers to innovate application features
without being overly concerned about the technology used to transport data.
Based on the IoT ARM there have been product development of IoT gateways by ALU-
BE and CSE that allow the bridging between local network protocols and the Internet.
These gateways support M2M specific features and integrate security concepts like the noisy
reader developed by CEA-LETI to ensure privacy in the communication between reader and



RFID tag. IBM has extended their MoteRunner run-time platform and development envi-
ronment to support the concepts of the IoT ARM. Also IBM included many protocols that
are today prevalent in the IoT. This process has been supported by partners like CFR. The
MoteRunner platform is actively marketed by IBM.
NEC initiated a new study in the ETSI M2M with the goal to add support for high-level
semantic data significantly influenced by the IoT-A information model with Virtual Entities,
attributes and associations. Further, these concepts also have been successfully applied in
the context of the OMA NGSI standard.
NXP currently has the role as technical leader in the definition of the EPC Global Gen 2 UHF
Air interface standard (to become ISO/IEC 18000-63). This standard forms an essential step
towards including cryptographic features in RFID tags.

Ultra-low power and power efficiency Because last-inch devices typically perform lim-
ited tasks, they tend to have fairly simple architectures focused on basic data collection,
calculation and connectivity functionality. Whether such a device needs an 8-bit or 32-bit
microcontroller depends primarily on the types of calculations the device needs to perform.
The wider bus and advanced peripherals of 32-bit MCUs also enable substantially faster
data movement and computational power than 8-bit MCUs, so devices can return to sleep
faster for better power efficiency.
For many last-inch applications, such as motion and light sensors placed throughout a
house, the cost of installing new wiring to power these devices is prohibitive compared to the
cost of the device and the function it is to perform. As a consequence, these devices must
offer superior power efficiency so they can operate using a battery or harvest energy from
their environment. In addition, these devices must be easy to install, even in difficult-to-reach
spaces, and they must be able to operate for years without requiring battery replacement or
other servicing.
CEA-LETI has developed and demonstrated a RFID reader that is able to lower energy con-
sumption by several orders of magnitude. NXP has designed and implemented RFID tags
that are able to execute secure authentication protocols based on asymmetric cryptographic
protocols within the boundaries of the energy budget of RFID tags. Further, NXP conducted
a comprehensive research into lightweight cryptography that resulted in the identification of
a landscape of cryptographic mechanisms that can be deployed to optimize various non-
functional parameters like power, latency, or throughput. These results will be used to stan-
dardize further cryptographic suites once a solid market has been identified.

Security The term security refers to the basic provision of security services including confi-
dentiality, authentication, integrity, non-repudiation, and availability. These security services
can be implemented by means of different cryptographic mechanisms, such as block ci-
phers, hash functions, or signature algorithms. For each of these mechanisms, a solid key
management infrastructure is fundamental to handling the required cryptographic keys.
Current Internet Security protocols rely on a well-known and widely trusted suite of crypto-
graphic algorithms (AES, RSA, DH, and ECC). These cryptographic suites were designed
with the expectation that significant resources (performance and memory) would be avail-
able. Given the constrained resources available in typical IoT devices it is essential to iden-



tify suitable cryptographic mechanisms that are both safe and resource-optimized. Since
the huge number of IoT devices will prohibit manual key management it will be mandatory
to demonstrate that flexible asymmetric cryptography can be deployed even on the most
resource-constrained devices.
NXP demonstrated the feasibility of using essential cryptographic components for asymmet-
ric protocols in RFID tags. This is a milestone achievement that will be marketed as part of
the UCODE Crypto family. CSE demonstrated the application of a noisy protocol between
RFID tag and reader that is used in system solutions to ensure security and privacy.
NXP contributed to ISO/IEC 29167 Part 10,11,12 that formalizes the usage of the crypto-
graphic suites for AES-128, Present 80, and ECC-DH, based on the results achieved in the
IoT-A project.

Building the WWW of Things The building blocks described so far are the building blocks
of the IoT, the physical layer or network constructed from devices, switches, routers, sensors
and actuators. Its primary function is to transport information from one point to another ef-
ficiently, reliable and securely. On top of this layer the WWW of things will provide services
and applications that use the available data in an economically meaningful way as inspired
by the IoT-A demonstrators. While the building blocks of the IoT mentioned in the previous
sections are enabling technologies and are existing products today, the services and appli-
cations based on this infrastructure will need some more time of experimentation before the
products emerge that will be seen as a natural part of our global infrastructure.
NEC has developed a geographic discovery component that enables the linking of Virtual
Entities and IoT Services based on the geographic location. The results of the IoT resolution
infrastructure are currently building blocks for the NEC M2M Connexive Platform. Further,
the AuthZ component and the TRA component are currently transferred to business unit
that will deploy these components in existing products for ID-Management, Mobile Device
Management and a SaaS marketplace.
SAP is using the BPMN modelling environment for IoT-aware business processes. The
scientific experience gained during the creation of this modelling environment is used to pro-
vide extensions to the well-established BPMN 2.0 standard that is the basis of the Netweaver
BPM and the tools developed in WP2.
Siemens as a leading supplier of components is responsible for the construction of critical
infrastructure. The transition of these closed systems to become part of the IoT has clear
benefits, however, due to the sensitivity of these installations this process will have much
iteration before concepts are accepted and deployed. Currently, Siemens is conducting a
proof-of-concept phase that deploys the results of Task 2.4 to improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of current systems used to monitor industrial installations in the energy infrastruc-
ture and extraction of raw materials.
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